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EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT

The number and quality of manuscripts submitted to Molecular and Cellular Biology have increased substantially over the past several years, and the journal can no longer publish every manuscript of high technical quality. The editors have therefore decided that all manuscripts must now satisfy a high standard of biological novelty or significance and must be of general interest to the community of molecular and cellular biologists. Manuscripts that fail to meet these criteria are more appropriate for one of the many specialty journals. In particular, manuscripts that are preliminary, confirmatory, phenomenological, or lacking in biological significance will be rejected.

Other changes will affect the readability of the journal. Subdivision of the table of contents will be slightly different beginning with the April 1991 issue. A separate section entitled Transcriptional Regulation will be added, and the section entitled Chromosome Structure and Dynamics will be renamed DNA Dynamics and Chromosome Structure to provide a more natural home for work on replication and recombination. Authors are requested to specify the most appropriate section of the table of contents when submitting a manuscript, but the ultimate decision will rest with the editors. Effective with the March issue, the quality of figures will be improved by costly “double shooting” to eliminate gray background beneath the lettering in reproductions of continuous-tone photographs. Lastly, the editors have decided to abolish the Note format beginning in March 1991. Manuscripts submitted in the Note format after 1 March will be returned by ASM to the authors for reformatting or submission elsewhere.
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